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Nurse rostering problems consist of assigning varying tasks, represented as

shift types, to hospital personnel with different skills and work regulations. The goal is to
satisfy as many soft constraints and personal preferences as possible while constructing
a schedule which meets the required personnel coverage of the hospital over a predefined
planning period. Real-world situations are often so constrained that finding a good qual-
ity solution requires advanced heuristics to keep the calculation time down. The nurse
rostering search algorithms discussed in this paper are not aimed at specific hospitals. On
the contrary, the intention is that such algorithms should be applicable across the whole
sector. Escaping from local optima can be very hard for the meta-heuristics because of
the broad variety of constraints. In this paper, we present a variable neighbourhood search
approach. Hidden parts of the solution space become accessible by applying appropri-
ate problem specific neighbourhoods. The method allows for a better exploration of the
search space, by combining shortsighted neighbourhoods, and very greedy ones. Ex-
periments demonstrate how heuristics and neighbourhoods can be assembled for finding
good quality schedules within a short amount of calculation time.
Keywords: Variable neighbourhood search, Nurse rostering. ¸
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Developing nurse rostering algorithms for real-world problems often involves very
generic heuristics to deal with widely varying hospital customs and requirements. Un-
like many other personnel planning environments, in which cyclical schedules cover
nearly all the needs, nurse scheduling requires much more flexible algorithms to deal
with varying patient needs, round the clock coverage, a large number of shift types,
different skill categories, flexible work regulations, and personal preferences.
This paper deals with real-world personnel scheduling problems in Belgian hospitals.
Such problems are particularly complex because there are very few legal restrictions
on the problem definition. The characteristics of the constraints are so different that
the solution space seems to consist of a hilly landscape with very deep and narrow val-
leys, in which good quality solutions are very hard to find. Some constraints refer to
particular duties of the nurses while other constraints restrict consecutive shifts, days,
weekends, etc. The cost function used by the meta-heuristics sums the penalties of the
violations of each of the soft constraints (Section 1.2).
The paper is organised as follows. The description of the nurse scheduling problem is
given in Section 1.2. Different neighbourhoods for the search heuristics are defined in
Section 1.3. In Section 1.4, we explain how the heuristics can be combined in order
to reach results which might remain behind big barriers when using single neigh-
bourhood strategies. A few ideas to combine, repair and restart different heuristics
applying several neighbourhoods are explored. The results of the developed variable
neighbourhood algorithms are discussed in Section 1.5, and we conclude in Section
1.6.
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The nurse scheduling problem tackled in this paper is based on the formulation consid-
ered by Plane, a commercial nurse rostering package developed in co-operation with
Impakt1. The software, which is now implemented in many Belgian hospitals, makes
use of a hybrid Tabu Search algorithm (Burke et al., 1999). Since the system has to
address widely varying hospital requirements, the schedulers are allowed considerable
freedom with respect to defining the needs and customs of the ward, people, and the
constraints on the schedule. Both personal constraints and statutory regulations are
implemented. All the constraints are modifiable and they are evaluated with respect
to a cost parameter set by the user. The cost function is evaluated separately for every
personnel member of the ward. Summing the values for the separate personnel mem-
bers’ schedules gives the value of the entire schedule (see also (Burke et al., 2001a)).
Although the problem definition is user-defined to a large extent, the scheduling al-
gorithms have to be efficient in different settings. The heuristics, which are currently
implemented in Plane, are very successful with respect to solution quality and cal-
culation time. Experiments with other approaches, such as Memetic Algorithms in

1Impakt N.V., Dendermondsesteenweg 42, B-9000 Gent
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(Burke et al., 2001b), often produce better results at the expense of calculation time.
The research in this paper attempts to make more use of problem specific characteris-
tics to dynamically change the search heuristics and their neighbourhoods in order to
overcome some typical drawbacks of meta-heuristics for NP hard problems.

B�C D�C D	�N�H�
 G����Q(T�N�V

The nurse scheduling problem consists of assigning personnel requirements (expressed
in terms of shift types) to qualified personnel over a certain planning period. Note that
shift types, qualifications, requirements, and the planning period are defined by the
users. Typical shift types are Morning, Day and Night shifts but users of Plane are
not restricted to this limited number of types. New shift types require the setting of
a number of features. For example, a start and end time, and recommended breaks.
Qualifications reflect the skills of the personnel. They normally depend on experience,
level of education, etc. Some people can be replaced by personnel members from a
different skill category. However, unlike in some other personnel planning systems,
Plane does not automatically allow higher qualified personnel to replace less expe-
rienced people. Indeed, in practice, higher qualified nurses are usually reluctant to
undertake duties more normally assigned to less qualified staff.

����������������������� ��!#"%$%���'&�!($)"*�
Hard constraints are those which must never be

violated. In Plane, the personnel requirements are hard constraints and we call all the
solutions satisfying them ‘feasible’ solutions. Any solution must provide a sufficient
number of qualified personnel at any time during the entire planning period. The prob-
lems are defined so that this sufficient number lies between a range, which represents
the minimum and maximum numbers that are acceptable.
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Soft constraints can be, but are preferably not, vio-

lated. Of course, in practice it is impossible to completely satisfy all soft constraints
and, during the search process, the algorithms aim at minimising the number of viola-
tions of these constraints (taking cost parameters into account). The previous planning
period influences the evaluation of some constraints (e.g. minimum and maximum
number of consecutive working days, etc). Some relaxations also have to be made
when people take illness leave or have a holiday period. It would be beyond the scope
of this paper to explain and fully discuss the large group of soft constraints, and the en-
tire evaluation procedure in detail. The interested reader can see (Burke et al., 2001a;
Berghe, 2001) for more details. We have extracted a set of important soft constraints,
which we think have applications beyond Belgian hospital wards and these are briefly
presented below.

�����������213����"%45&6$)�'798*��!#"%$%���'&�!($)"*�
These constraints are rules which hold for the

entire organisation. They are often based on legal regulations which dominate the
local habits and preferences of each ward. Examples are:
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Minimum time between two assignments: wards can make the constraint locally
more stringent by increasing the required free time before and after particular
shift types.

Allow the use of an alternative skill category in certain situations: a personnel
member should not undertake jobs which do not belong to his/her main skill
category.

Constraints defined by the work regulation: These constraints are modifiable by
the users of the software and are not always applied to every personal schedule in the
problem. Each personnel member has a contract with the hospital, called the work reg-
ulation or work agreement, which sets a group of soft constraints. Typical examples
are full time personnel contracts, half time and night nurses. In practice, many hos-
pitals allow for a personal work agreement per nurse. This enables them to formulate
personal constraints such as ‘Every Friday morning should be free’, ‘Work a week-
end every two weeks’, etc. When defining the work regulation, any of the following
constraints can be defined or made idle.

Maximum number of assignments in the planning period: Holiday periods or
illness leave are taken into account.

Minimum/Maximum number of consecutive days: Special rules hold when the
work schedule includes days off, illness, etc.

Minimum/Maximum number of hours worked.

Minimum/Maximum number of consecutive free days.

Maximum number of assignments per day of the week: There is a possibility to
set different numbers for different days.

Maximum number of assignments for each shift type: The constraint can be
defined per shift type.

Maximum number of a shift type per week: This constraint can also be set per
shift type.

Number of consecutive shift types (can be different per shift type).

Assign 2 free days after night shifts: Night shifts are all the shift types which
start before and end after midnight.

Assign complete weekends: Single assignments in weekends are to be avoided.
Plane allows for extended definitions of weekends (e.g. Friday till Sunday).

Assign identical shift types during the weekend.

Maximum number of consecutive working weekends.

Maximum number of working weekends in a 4-week period.
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Maximum number of assignments on bank holidays: This constraint is generally
evaluated over a longer period than the short term planning horizon.

Restriction on the succession of shift types: Some shift sequences have to be
avoided on consecutive days.

Patterns enable the formulation of specific cyclic constraints: Several pattern
elements (such as free day, working day, assignment of special shift types, etc)
can be combined to construct both flexible and very rigid patterns of a user
definable length. The start dates of patterns can be set per personnel member in
order to enable a good overall distribution of work and free time.

Balancing the workload among personnel, working time, weekend work, night
shifts, etc: Tasks should be divided evenly among nurses.

����������� ����� ��")��!#�'7 8*��!#"%$%���'&�!($)"*�
Personnel managers or head nurses can allow

individual personnel members to take a day off or to schedule their holiday period.
Nurses sometimes ask to carry out a specific shift on a certain day. These requests can
be formulated with:

Days off; shifts off.

Requested assignments.

Other personal constraints are those in which the schedules of different nurses are
linked with each other. Some junior nurses, for example, can only work when their
supervisor is at work. On the other hand it is often the case that we specifically do
not want two particular people to work together. This could be for a variety of reasons
including: bad use of resources, e.g. two head nurses working together, husband and
wife who want to maximise the time that they look after their children themselves, two
people who do not like each other, etc. Such constraints can be represented as follows:

Tutorship (people not allowed to work alone)

People should not work together

The cost function is the motor of the search heuristics, but since it does not interpret the
problem characteristics, the algorithms are quite blind to certain improvements. While
improving the schedule with respect to one constraint, it might make the solution much
worse with respect to others.
Some of the constraints are of particular importance for the research presented in this
paper. We have constructed neighbourhoods in order to especially satisfy a number of
these constraints (see Section 1.3.2).
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Glover and Laguna (1997) suggest diversification strategies to explore the search space
of combinatorial problems effectively. It is often the only possible way to reach re-
gions behind barriers in the landscape of solutions. Variable neighbourhood search
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(Mladenović and Hansen, 1997) combines local search heuristics, which stop in local
optima, and neighbourhood changes to escape from these local optima. The approach
is applicable in combination with meta-heuristic algorithms as a diversification strat-
egy for the local search.
Variable neighbourhood search has been applied to several NP hard problems such as
the travelling salesman problem, the location-allocation problem, the clustering prob-
lem, the bilinear programming problem with bilinear constraints (Hansen and Mlade-
nović, 1999; Mladenović and Hansen, 1997), the linear ordering problem (Gonzáles
and Pérez-Brito, 2001), scheduling problems (Davidović et al., 2001; den Besten and
Stützle, 2001), vehicle routing (Crispim and ao, 2001), the p-median (Crainic et al.,
2001; Hansen and Mladenović, 1999), the max-cut (Festa et al., 2002), and the k-
cardinality tree problem (Mladenović and Urošević, 2001). Different approaches exist
for selecting neighbourhoods and for going from one neighbourhood to another. It is
often recommended to shake the solution, i.e. to randomly swap to a solution in the
neighbourhood of the current one.
For the approach presented in this paper, a set of neighbourhood structures, which use
specific information about the problem, is defined. When the search heuristic fails to
improve the solution (within a certain amount of time or a number of iterations), the
algorithm dynamically chooses a different neighbourhood.

B�C ��C D E LKT W�����N GIH��N N�� J�� N�H,Q �LOE2GIHKJ�L*MONPJRQSLKHUT V�W��.H N�����L 


In the hybridisation algorithms discussed in (Burke et al., 1999), three different neigh-
bourhoods are introduced. We expand this group with sets of new neighbourhoods
related to soft constraints, and greedier neighbourhoods, which are inspired by man-
ual scheduling processes. Hard constraints are never violated during the course of the
rostering process; shifts are never assigned to unskilled personnel members, nor is an
excess or shortage in working personnel allowed at any time during the planning pe-
riod. To guarantee the satisfaction of the hard constraints, shifts will only be moved
to another person’s schedule on the same day. The moves are not allowed unless the
person is qualified to perform the duty and provided this person is not yet assigned to
the same shift.

���21-������� +-&�!���7 � "��#&�./$
	 �#�������� �
The simplest neighbourhood of a schedule in-

cludes all the feasible solutions that differ in the position of one scheduled shift. It is
the basic neighbourhood for all the meta-heuristic approaches executed on the problem
described in Section 1.2. Note that the position refers to the personnel member whose
schedule the assigned shift belongs to. The single shift-day neighbourhood considers
the solutions in the nearest environment of the current solution. In order to create
the neighbourhood, it suffices to consider all the allowed moves of a scheduled shift
from the personal schedule, which contains the shift type, to another person’s sched-
ule which is empty for that shift type on the same day. The solution corresponding
to that move does not violate the hard constraints, provided the 2nd person is qual-
ified to work that shift type. Fig. 1.1 presents the moves which are allowed in the
single shift-day neighbourhood. A very small ward, consisting of one head nurse and
three regular nurses is presented. One of the regular nurses has the head nurse skill
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as an alternative. This will be the person to replace the head nurse during absence. A
very small part of a realistic planning period is shown and there are four shift types:
Early (E), Day (D), Late (L), and Night (N). Arrows demonstrate the possible moves
in the neighbourhood. Note that the head nurse’s Day shifts cannot be moved into the
schedules of Nurse B and C because that would violate the hard constraint on skills.
Also, shifts from the regular nurses (Nurses A, B, and C) cannot be moved to the
head nurse’s schedule because to do so would be to violate a hard constraint. Shifts
cannot be moved horizontally in the schedule either because that would disturb the
equilibrium between required personnel members and scheduled ones.

���21-�������,+-��./$ 8*��!#"%$%���'&�!($ � � 7���$ � ��! � & � �'&��)( � �#�-�-�#"*�
The neighbourhoods

introduced in this section are not comparable to the others because they perceive the
landscape of the solution space in a different way. While searching schedules, which
better satisfy a particular soft constraint, the algorithms are blind to the overall quality
of the result. This is one of the main reasons why such neighbourhoods are not applied
in the final phase of a search algorithm.
The inspiration for developing these neighbourhoods comes from real-world sugges-
tions from hospital planners (customers of Plane). Looking at an automatically gen-
erated schedule, they can point out shortcomings with respect to some sensitive con-
straints. Solving these problems does not necessarily lead the search to a very inter-
esting part of the solution space but it generally does not hinder the search either.
Although it is against the philosophy of working with abstractions of the individual
constraints in the search for better solutions (see also (Burke et al., 2001a)), we pro-
pose the use of these neighbourhoods even if they only act as a means of diversifica-
tion.
Examples of such soft constraint related neighbourhoods are:

Weekend neighbourhood (W): This neighbourhood consists of all the solutions
differing from the current solution by the assignment of one shift on a day of
the weekend. This weekend neighbourhood is of importance only in the case
where the constraint of ‘complete weekends’ is applied to at least one of the
personnel members. The weekend neighbourhood is empty if the constraint on
complete weekends is completely satisfied. If it is not completely satisfied, all
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the personal schedules which are subject to the complete weekends constraint
have one violation of this constraint less than the current solution.

Overtime - Undertime neighbourhood (OU): This neighbourhood only con-
siders moving shifts from people with overtime to people with undertime. An
extension of this neighbourhood includes all the moves which do not increase
the sum of the overtime and undertime violations in the schedule.

Alternative qualifications neighbourhood (AQ): Experienced people have the
authority to carry out work for other skill categories in order to replace absent
personnel members. It is better for the quality of a schedule when the number of
replacements is low. This neighbourhood consists of all schedules which have
one less assignment (which involves a replacement).

Personal requests neighbourhood (PR): The soft constraint on personal re-
quests has a modifiable cost parameter, like all other soft constraints. In many
circumstances, the result of the scheduling algorithm will violate a few of these
constraints. The nature of the cost function (which sums the violations on soft
constraints) guarantees a solution, which is not biased towards solving a par-
ticular constraint. Nurses can be very sensitive about their personal request for
a certain shift or day off. This particular neighbourhood has been developed
to search for solutions which satisfy the personal requests. By moving from
one solution to another in this personal requests neighbourhood, the size of the
neighbourhood should decrease. Ideal schedules without penalties for personal
requests have this neighbourhood empty.

The most violated constraint neighbourhood (MV): The modular nature of the
cost function allows for isolating constraints. This neighbourhood pays more
attention to moves affecting a particular constraint, namely the constraint that
is violated to the highest extent. We consider the number of violations per
constraint in every personal schedule in order to determine the most violated
constraint. The neighbourhood itself contains all the solutions of the simplest
neighbourhood (single shift-day) but the evaluation function temporarily takes
a higher value for the cost parameter of the most violated constraint.

���21-�����21 +�� ��4#45&�!�� 7���� � � " � 8$)&���!#" ��. 4 � ��")��!#�'7 ")8 � � ��(#7 � "*�
The user in-

terface of Plane allows hospital schedulers to change the schedule manually. Their
manipulations often have the aim of creating schedules, which are visually more sat-
isfying. This inspired us to design this category of neighbourhood, in which we try to
imitate very common real-world manipulations of schedules.
Unlike the previous group of neighbourhoods, in which neighbouring solutions only
differ in the position of one single shift type, this set of neighbourhoods looks at sched-
ules which differ considerably from the original solution. Re-allocating larger groups
of shifts at once is often less harmful for the quality of a schedule than moving single
shifts around. The drawback of applying this category of neighbourhoods is that the
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number of neighbouring solutions is very large, and thus so is the calculation time.
Examples are:

Shuffle neighbourhood (SH), see also (Burke et al., 1999): The “shuffle” envi-
ronment considers switches from a part of the worst personal schedule, in terms
of the evaluation function, with any other schedule. Instead of moving duties (as
in the simple single shift-day neighbourhood), all the duties, which are sched-
uled in a period from one day to a number of days equal to half the planning
period, are switched between the person with the worst schedule and another
person in the ward. All possible feasible shuffles during the planning period are
considered (see Fig. 1.2).
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Greedy shuffling neighbourhood(GS), see also (Burke et al., 1999): The greedy
shuffling environment is comparable to the shuffle environment, but it is much
bigger. It consists of all possible shuffles between any set of two people in the
schedule. We call this shuffling greedy because it is very large and very time-
consuming to evaluate.

Core shuffle neighbourhood (CS): Compared to the shuffle neighbourhood, we
apply an extra shuffle, moving an internal part of the shuffle section (see Fig.
1.3). The core shuffle neighbourhood considers two consecutive swaps between
a pair of personal schedules at a time. In the first phase, a move from the greedy
shuffling neighbourhood is performed. Within the swapped time interval of that
move, a new time interval, also consisting of full days, is swapped back in the
second phase. The second interval must start at least one day after the beginning
of the first time interval and end at least one day before the other ends.

B�C ��C � � ����� T V�W Q �LOJ�N � G�Q(T�N�V

Shaking allows the algorithm to explore the solution space in a random manner. It is
defined as the move to a random element of the neighbourhood. Some moves within
the ‘soft constraint neighbourhoods’ can act as shakes. They do not generally improve
the overall quality of the schedule but they provide a different viewpoint in the search
space. Examples of shakes are:

Shake a shift: Making a random move in the single shift-day neighbourhood
is seldom an interesting shake. Neither are the chances high that the move will
improve the solution or take the schedule to an unexplored area because most of
the environment remains unchanged after moving a single shift.

Shake weekends (swap a weekend between two personnel members): The na-
ture of some weekend constraints often prohibits the single shift-day neigh-
bourhood to remove weekend shifts from a personal schedule. Removing (or
adding) a single shift on Saturday or Sunday can create violations of the ‘com-
plete weekends’ constraint and very often also on some consecutiveness con-
straints. Removing or adding simultaneously a Saturday-Sunday shift pair in a
person’s schedule can overcome barriers in the cost function. Even if a weekend
shake does not improve the quality of the schedule, it has taken the solution into
a considerably different area of the search space.

Shake 2 people (swap two personal schedules): Swapping personal schedules
for people with different work regulations will normally make both schedules
worse. Even if two people have the same work regulations their personal sched-
ules can be very different in terms of the value of the cost function. For the
purpose of diversification, this is certainly a good shake. The value of the cost
function, however, will rarely improve after this shake.
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Neighbourhood Steepest Descent Tabu Search
single shift-day x

personal requests x
weekend x

worst constraint x
shuffle x

greedy shuffle x
core shuffle x
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Three different initialisation algorithms have been developed for the nurse scheduling
problem in Plane. Possibilities exist to start from the current schedule (provided there
is one available), the schedule of the previous planning period or an empty schedule.
Shifts are added and/or removed randomly in order to satisfy the personnel demands
for every skill category, thus satisfying the hard constraints. In (Burke et al., 1999) and
(Burke et al., 2001b), the procedure of creating a feasible initial solution is explained
in more detail. For the Variable Neighbourhood Search research presented in this pa-
per, we always choose the last initialisation option, in which all the required shifts are
assigned at random.
The nurse rostering problem is solved by scheduling each skill category separately.
We opted for applying two different search algorithms to this problem, namely Steep-
est Descent and Tabu Search. For both algorithms, the decision for a move is made
at random out of the set of equally good solutions. Several layouts have been imple-
mented for swapping between these algorithms, combining different neighbourhoods
from the set defined in Section 1.3.2. The experiments which have been carried out
for this paper, however, have fixed algorithm-neighbourhood pairs. The combinations
are presented in Table 1.1. Previous research indicated that it is better to combine
the single shift-day neighbourhood with Tabu Search than with Steepest Descent. As
long as there are improving moves, the search in shuffle neighbourhoods continues.
We deliberately combine these neighbourhoods with Steepest Descent because they
generally reach good quality local optima (provided they are explored after a search in
a smaller size neighbourhood has been applied first). Applying Tabu Search in these
neighbourhoods would increase the calculation time enormously. Experiments have
also been carried out with ‘shaking’ the neighbourhood (Section 1.3.1). Shaking did
not contribute to finding good quality schedules and we decided not to keep it in the
algorithm. Rather, most of the neighbourhoods of the soft constraint class (2nd cate-
gory in Section 1.3.2), have the effect of shakes since they search improvements for a
partial set of soft constraints only. Searching in these neighbourhoods can be seen as
a process which reduces the contribution of a particular soft constraint to the overall
cost function.
The Steepest Descent algorithm (obviously) stops when the neighbourhood contains
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no better solution than the current one. The stop criterion for the Tabu Search algo-
rithm is defined as a number of iterations without improvement. The number depends
on the problem dimensions (number of people, number of shift types, length of the
planning period, etc). When the stop criterion for a heuristic and neighbourhood com-
bination is reached, the heuristic switches to another neighbourhood, or to the other
search algorithm.
Starting from an initial solution, local search is applied in the first neighbourhood.
If the local optimum thus found is better than the current best solution, the algorithm
moves there and continues the search in the first neighbourhood; otherwise, it employs
the next neighbourhood and applies the corresponding search method. The algorithm
stops when the search in the last neighbourhood does not lead to an improvement. Fig.
1.4 presents a schematic overview of the procedure.

initialise:

select a set of (algorithm, neighbourhoods) pairs (neighbourhoods
Nk, k � 1 ����� kmax)
set success rate successk

define a local stop criterion

construct an initial feasible solution x

search:

set k � 1

while k � kmax

if successk � 1

explore the neighbourhood until local stop criterion is
met

if the best solution (x � ) is better than the current
solution x

x � x �
k � 1

else

successk
� successk � 1

k � k � 1
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Neighbourhoods can be applied in many different orders, which affect the result of
the search considerably. The best approach is to develop algorithms which explore
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neighbourhoods with increasing size. Whenever a neighbourhood generates a better
solution, the algorithm starts over from the first (finest) neighbourhood, which is gen-
erally also the least time consuming. As explained in earlier papers, e.g. (Burke et al.,
1999), it is always beneficial for use in practice when, after the most greedy step, no
finer neighbourhood is explored. The same holds for the core shuffle neighbourhood
as it brings the solution into a ‘finalised shape’. The nature of the GS and CS environ-
ments leads to solutions, which are judged positively by the schedulers. Additional
moves which do not worsen the quality might bring the solution into a new area which
encourages hospital planners to carry out some manual exploration. The greedy shuf-
fling, and (even more so) the core shuffling neighbourhood, are not recommended for
very large problems when the calculation time is limited. Exploring the entire neigh-
bourhood is (for both approaches) an extremely intensive task.
The soft constraint related neighbourhoods are not equally interesting for every type
of problem. We therefore developed a method to avoid those neighbourhoods which
never contribute to better solutions. The probability of selecting a particular soft con-
straint neighbourhood will change during the course of the calculations, depending on
the results produced by that neighbourhood. We introduce a parameter successk which
is decreased by 1 each time that neighbourhood k does not lead to better solutions (see
also Fig. 1.4). When successk is less than 1, the neighbourhood k will not be applied in
later iterations. The single shift-day neighbourhood initially has a very high value for
successk whereas soft constraint related neighbourhoods preferably start with smaller
values (1 or 2).
When changing the neighbourhood, it is possible to start from the most recent solution
reached in the previous algorithm-neighbourhood combination; or from the overall
best solution found. It appeared from our experiments that the best solution is always
a recommendable start position.
Since the approach of this paper has been applied to real-world problems, we cannot
ignore the calculation time. The test data sets are complex and large, and hospital
schedulers expect a schedule to be generated within a reasonable amount of calcula-
tion time.

#�$ � ),;	?	) +8;	?A1O: )*?

Experiments have been carried out on real-world data with different combinations of
the neighbourhoods defined in Section 1.3.2. Depending upon the nature of the test
data (whether certain soft constraints are applied or not, whether the corresponding
cost parameter is high, etc) the effect of the neighbourhoods corresponding to soft
constraints is completely different.
In Table 1.2, the test results on a rather simple real-world problem are presented for a
variety of algorithms. The scheduled ward consists of 20 personnel members, 6 shift
types and very stringent soft constraints for which simultaneous satisfaction can never
produce a feasible schedule. The combination of applied neighbourhoods is denoted
by the abbreviations in the column ‘algorithm’. All the abbreviations stand for the
neighbourhoods which can be found in Section 1.3.2. To summarise, the neighbour-
hoods used in the test example are: single shift-day (D), weekend (W), most violated
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Algorithm r rsD rs Result Time
D CS x x 572 23’19”
D W CS x x 572 23’13”
D SH CS 527 21’16”
D W GS x 572 8’09”
D W MW GS (Fig. 1.5) x x 572 9’14”
D PR W SH GS x 572 8’12”
D PR W SH GS x x 527 7’34”
D PR W SH GS x x 527 7’13”
D PR W SH CS x x 572 21’05”
D W SH GS CS x x 527 11’16”
D W SH GS 602 3’30”
D W SH GS x 573 4’09”
D W SH GS x x 573 4’09”
D W SH GS x x 587 3’41”
D PR W SH GS CS 527 9’18”
D PR W SH GS CS x x 527 13’24”

constraint (MV), shuffle (SH), greedy shuffle (GS), and core shuffle (CS). Columns
2-4 present restart options:

r repeat ‘large section’ neighbourhoods with the best solution found after the
global stop criterion is reached for the first time

rsD restart from the first neighbourhood with the best solution found after the global
stop criterion is reached for the first time

rs identical to rsD but skip the single shift-day neighbourhood

Fig. 1.5 schematically presents the scenario for one of the test algorithms. The algo-
rithm applies 4 different neighbourhoods: the single shift-day neighbourhood D, two
soft constraint related neighbourhoods W and MW, and one large section neighbour-
hood GS. The smallest box shows the nearest neighbourhood whereas bigger periph-
eries of the neighbourhoods are represented by bigger boxes. Note that D and W are
explored with Tabu Search while in the other 2 neighbourhoods Steepest Descent is
applied. The numbers 1-8 explain the order in which the neighbourhoods are passed
through. After the first exploration of GS was finished, the numbers 4-6 demonstrate
how the option rsD is applied. It makes the search restart from the smallest neighbour-
hood. Number 7 indicates option r, for which GS is applied at the end of the search,
starting from the best solution found.
The Result is the value of the cost function, i.e. the weighted sum of the violations of
soft constraints, summed over all the personnel members of the ward. The calculation
time was recorded on an IBM RS6000 PowerPC. It is presented in the column Time.
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Many algorithms reached a solution with value 527, which is the best cost function
value found. However, the solutions are all different. Some constraints cannot be
satisfied and their violation appears in all the solutions, all be it in the schedule of
different people. It is remarkable that the category of algorithms, which reached the
value 527, all make use of the greedy and/or core shuffle neighbourhood. This con-
firms the conclusions made in (Burke et al., 1999) and (Burke et al., 2001b) that larger
scale swaps are very useful at the end of the search.
The order in which neighbourhoods are explored is very important. It would be a
waste of effort to use a greedy neighbourhood to improve the randomly obtained ini-
tial solution. Greedy algorithms require a lot of time to explore the entire search space
and they would improve the schedule in a very slow manner. The single shift-day
neighbourhood is rather small and quickly brings the initial solution into an area with
acceptable quality. It is also remarkable that a combination of the single shift-day (D)
and the core shuffle (CS) neighbourhood alone is not interesting at all. The solution
quality is not impressive and the calculation time is very high. With the D neigh-
bourhood only, the search stops in a solution which is the result of shift swaps only.
The CS neighbourhood finds many changes which make the solution better and there-
fore requires a lot of calculation time. When applying the CS neighbourhood after a
series of smaller scale neighbourhoods (but larger than single shift-day) the possible
improvements are smaller, and so is the calculation time.
Some medium scale (soft constraint related) neighbourhoods have been used in the al-
gorithms: weekend, personal requests and most violated constraint. Searches in these
neighbourhoods are rather considered as swaps than as real improvement steps. They
do not contribute by generating overall better solutions but they act as a diversification
in the search. If the soft constraint neighbourhood does not contribute it is eliminated
by the success variable. The soft constraint related neighbourhoods are not neces-
sarily developed to solve particular soft constraints but rather to explore parts of the
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solution space in which these constraints are satisfied. Later iterations might take the
solution back to a schedule with a reduced number of violations for that constraint.
Since the problem specific neighbourhoods, which the soft constraint neighbourhoods
are, cannot consume much calculation time, the chances of finding good solutions in
a reasonable amount of time increase.

#�$ �&38-0' 3@:�1@?A%4-0'O?

Changing neighbourhoods, when applying meta-heuristics to the nurse rostering prob-
lem, enables the system to find schedules which are hidden for single neighbourhood
heuristics.
The nature of the problem tackled is such that it has a very complex search space.
Meta-heuristics are not always effective enough to explore the search space thor-
oughly. In the approach presented in this paper, we demonstrate how adding prob-
lem specific neighbourhoods to previously developed ones increase the applicability
of general heuristics while keeping the calculation time down.
Experiments show that it is often beneficial to perform intensive local search in the
immediate surroundings of a schedule. After reaching a local optimum, we recom-
mend the exploration of wider environments.
Several algorithms reach results with equally good qualities. The fastest among these
is D PR W SH GS, with the single shift-day, two soft constraint related neighbour-
hoods, and the shuffle and greedy shuffle as large section neighbourhoods. When the
stop criterion is reached for the first time, the algorithm passes through all the stages
again, except the smallest neighbourhood one (rs option). The algorithm ends with
exploring the GS neighbourhood proceeding from the best solution found. The sec-
ond runner up is nearly the same algorithm but it restarts with the rsD instead of the rs
option. It does not find a better solution although it explores an extra neighbourhood
after restarting (which explains the longer calculation time). The worst algorithm in
terms of quality is D W SH GS, but it is the fastest. Algorithms with a long calculation
time do not necessarily produce good results (see D CS and D W CS).
We developed a method to organise the changes of neighbourhoods, and to choose
particular soft constraint-related neighbourhoods which are beneficial in the approach,
resulting in schedules with a low value of the overall cost function. It is often more
beneficial to apply simple heuristics such as Steepest Descent, with a variety of neigh-
bourhoods than to use sophisticated heuristics which are blind to large parts of the
search space.
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